TEST EQUIPMENT

The Ultimate British Valve Tester
AVO VCM 163
by Kurt Schmid, DH3PJ

To evaluate the quality of thermionic
valves, ambitious valve testers (USA:
tube tester) are able to diagnose a
couple of valve parameters. The most
important ones are transconductance
(mutual conductance) and anode (USA:
plate) current. In this respect the world,
surprisingly, is divided into two camps.
American valve testers (e.g. Hickok
et al.) exclusively use the mutual conductance measurement principle patented
by Hickok1. European testers (e.g. the
German Neuberger RPM 370/375 and the
French Metrix U61C/LX 109A) rely on
measurement of anode and screen currents.
This raises the difficult question
which method is ‘better’ suited to
examine valve quality. Few valve testers
avoid this dilemma and offer both
measurement methods.

The AVO Valve Characteristic
Figure 1: The AVO Valve Characteristic MeterFigure
V.C.M.1:163

AVO VCM 163
The Russian military valve tester L3-3
can be set to either perform measurement
of transconductance or anode/screen
currents. To my knowledge the British
AVO VCM 163 is the only one able to
measure and display valve electrode
currents, e.g. anode and screen current
(Figure.1, left-hand meter movement) as
well as mutual conductance (right-hand
meter movement) simultaneously. The
VCM 163 is the latest and most elaborate
valve tester ever built by AVO. What
makes this valve tester so extraordinary?
All voltages applied to the electron
valve under test are pure 50Hz line
frequency sinewaves. The anode, as well
as the screen electrode via diodes D1 and
D2, are supplied with sinusoidal positive
half wave voltages (see Figure.2). AVO
unusually terms rectifier diodes D1 and
D2 ‘stopper’ or sometimes ‘suppressor’
diodes, probably due to the fact that they
suppress the negative half wave. Via
diode D4, an unsmoothed negative half
wave (grid BIAS) is applied to the grid

electrode in proper phase relationship, Fig.1. The ultimate British Valve
i.e. anti-phase, to the positive electrode Characteristic Meter AVO VCM 163
voltages. This is quite a clever and
economical principle because the power
supply becomes extremely simple voltages are applied in their correct
(among other things no filtering). In proportions an amplifying tube
addition, the power requirement of the (by virtue of its property of selfline transformer (C-core type) is half rectification) produces DC anode and
compared to a DC supply.
screen currents which, for all practical
A)
Principle
of measurement
of anode
and screen curre
A) Principle of measurement of anode and screen
currentbear
purposes,
an almost
constant

Measurement Of Anode
And Screen Current
AVO engineers have evaluated and
verified that if alternating electrode

IF
the applied RMS anode (and screen) voltage =
AND
mean value of half wave rectified BIAS voltage
THEN
mean DC anode current
=
anode current)
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relationship to those obtained from its
DC static characteristics. In the VCM
163 the following relationship between
AC supply and DC static characteristics
is implemented:

IF
the
RMS anode (and screen) voltage = 1.11 x VD
1.11applied
x VDCanode
AND
mean
= 0.5 x VD
= 0.5 xvalue
VDCof
gridhalf wave rectified BIAS voltage
THEN
mean
current
= 0.5 x Ianode
0.5 x IDC
DC (where
Ianode DC is static
anodeanode
anode current)
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The left meter movement reads DC
anode and screen current continuously.
As a further consequence of the fictive
static characteristic of the VCM 163
test conditions of a tube can be directly
obtained from the tube manufacturers
published curves or data.

Mutual Conductance
Measurement

Fig.2. Basic circuit for mutual conductance measurement
(re-drawn after AVO operational manual)

Measurement
of
mutual
conductance (transconductance) is
based on a sophisticated operational
principle using a transistorized audio
frequency oscillator and a frequency

Fig.3 (top left). Simultaneous display of Uanode and Ugrid
(50Hz frequency) Channel 1: positive half wave anode
voltage (Uanode) at 50V/div. Channel 2: negative half wave
grid voltage (Ugrid) at 5V/div
Fig.4 (top right). Ugrid at higher amplification (200mV/div)
Fig.5 (across the centre). Grid signal (range 0 to 6mA/V)
Left insert: grid HF signal at the rising part of the 50Hz
bias sine wave. Right insert: grid HF signal at zero bias
voltage
Fig.6 (left). Grid HF signals at three selectable mutual
conductance ranges. Voltages shown in the MEASURE
panel (right-hand side) correspond to the 0 to 6mA/V range
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selective audio amplifier (Figure 2).
Since AVO calls the generated audio
signal high frequency (HF) this term
is used hereinafter. The grid BIAS
signal and the HF signal are added
and routed to the grid of the test
valve. Detailed schematics are shown
in Figures 7 and 8.

Voltage Measurements
A few voltage measurements were
performed to clarify the principle of
mutual
conductance
measurement
as used in this premium instrument
(Figures 3, 4, 5 and 6).

The amplitude of the negative 50Hz
grid bias voltage can be selected in
four ranges from 0V to 100V. This
bias voltage is superimposed by a low
voltage grid HF signal, the amplitude
of which is well stabilized. HF
modulation of the grid voltage results
in a proportional anode HF current.
Mutual conductance is derived from
the band-pass filtered anode HF current
set into relation to the applied grid HF
signal amplitude.
The voltage measurements were
registered using a Tektronix TDS 210
oscilloscope. There was no test valve
inserted into the VCM 163.

Due to the fact that the high frequency
grid signal is magnitudes smaller than the
Ugrid bias amplitude, the superimposed grid
signal is not readily visible (Figure 3).
To visualize the grid HF signal
‘riding’ on the 50Hz grid bias supply
amplification was increased from 5V to
0.2V per division.
Especially in the horizontal parts of
Ugrid recording the superimposed HF grid
signal now becomes noticeable as wide
traces (Figure 4). For further clarification
of the combined signal to the grid Figure
5 illustrates the grid HF signal component
using higher amplification (20mV/div)
and faster time deflection (50µs/div).

Various views of the inside of the AVO VCM 163 showing the construction and wiring
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Fig.7. Circuit diagram of the AVO VCM 163

Fig.8. Circuit diagrams of the transistorized modules (shown as block diagrams in Fig.7). The Power Unit and
Oscillator are shown above, the Amplifier below

Frequency of the grid HF signal (not mentioned in References
any AVO manual) was found to be 14.68kHz.
[1]
US patent 2903644, Dynamic mutual conductance tube tester,
The AVO VCM 163 offers three selectable ranges
Hickok Sept. 1959
for mutual conductance measurement by switching the
amplitude of the grid HF signal.
AVO Valve Characteristic Meter Type 163, Operating Instructions
Valves with low mutual conductance (0 to 6mA/V)
AVO VCM 163, Service Manual
are measured using a large amplitude grid HF signal,
AVO Valve Data Manual, 23rd 1981 (latest edition)
whereas valves with high (0 to 20mA/V) or very
high mutual conductance (0 to 60mA/V) require
British Patent Specification 606.707, An Improved Method and
lower signal amplitudes.
Apparatus for Testing Thermionic Valves, Aug. 1948
RB

Additional Features
As a general purpose valve tester the VCM 163, in
addition to the above described features, is able to:
• Check the heater continuity
• Measure insulation between electrodes, with the
valve either being cold or hot
• Check rectifiers and diodes under load conditions
• Measure gas current up to 100µA FSD.
A remarkable highlight of the mechanical sturdy
construction of the instrument is the use of a huge
thumbwheel switch 13-pin electrode selector (opposite).
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